THE GLOBAL CLIMATE STRIKE IS HAPPENING NOW
Voluntary actions mark

Global Luxury/ brands mark attention with Voluntary Pledge to fight environmental challenges

August 2019
Proposal of the New Commission Agenda

A Union that strives for more
My agenda for Europe

By candidate for President of the European Commission
Ursula von der Leyen

POLITICAL GUIDELINES FOR THE NEXT
EUROPEAN COMMISSION 2019-2024

July 2019

A Green Deal
Circular Economy Action Plan
Microplastics
Carbon tax
Need the right spot in the EU work process
the 1st textile-specific large policy since the 2011 textile regulation

“How we keep the European textile and clothing industry competitive on the global scale in the Circular Economy transition? “

EURATEX President-elect A. Paccanelli.
A common statement including:

SMEs based industry
Level Playing field (e.g. REACH compliance)
what we need

- PARTNERSHIPs
- DEMAND lowers COST
- PRODUCT DESIGN
- CONSUMER
  - NOT ALWAYS WORTHED
  - STANDARDS
  - COLLECTING AND SORTING
  - GREEN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
  - LEGACY OF CHEMICAL
  - NATIONAL WALLS
  - PUBLIC-PRIVATE FUNDING
  - NEW SERVICES
Thank you!

Dunja Drmač
Sustainability Officer

dunja.drmac@euratex.eu
@dunja_drmac